
 

 

29 September 2020 

By email: policyaddress@pico.gov.hk 

Mrs. Fung Ching Suk Yee, Betty, JP 

Head 

Policy Innovation and Co-ordination Office 

26/F, West Wing, Central Government Offices 

2 Tim Mei Avenue, Tamar, Hong Kong 

 

Dear Mrs. Fung, 

 

Re: HKIUD Comments on Policy Address 2020-21 
 

On behalf of the Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design, we would like to submit, on the attached 

file for your consideration our comments on the 2020 Policy Address. We are also pleased to 

meet relevant officers to further explain the contents therein if necessary. Should further 

information be required, please kindly contact me or Ms. Cherry Lau, our Administrative Officer at 

2235 9057. 

                                             

Donald CHOI                                                      P. Y. TAM  

President, HKIUD                                              Chairman, Public Affairs Committee, HKIUD 

 

cc:  Council and PAC Members 
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Comments on Policy Address 2020-21 
 

1  Post CoVid19 Challenges and Opportunities 
1.1  Health, wellness and safety are of prime importance to living in the city. It is especially so 

in Hong Kong in the face of an epidemic, since we are a high density and compact city. 
Whilst our city planning always claimed to be people oriented, the CoVid19 epidemic has 
revealed that we are in fact very vulnerable. The disruptions to normal daily life also 
challenged us to seek alternative ways of work, business and study, etc. It is the worst 
of times, yet it could be the best of times and it might be the dawn of an age of wisdom – if 
we would take this as an opportunity to review the concepts applied in designing the city, 
the public realm, the networks, as well as the standards and regulations which had shaped 
the city all along. A review should be made on the present planning and development 
control systems to shed light on how we should approach planning to enhance the city’s 
liveability and make people healthier and happier living in the city. (Reference can be made 
to professional exchanges made in the HKIUD Urban Design Conference in 2016.) Vis-à-
vis the recent challenges we have the following comments and recommendations.  

 
2.   Distancing and Smart technology 
2.1  Government’s dealings with the public could increasingly adopt the use of the internet, as 

the Work From Home experiences in the past year have started to become a “new normal”. 
It could also help to achieve a paperless office environment in many professions and trades. 
Although Government has a declared Digital-21 agenda for some years by now, the 
progress is not apparent. The current crisis might serve as an impetus to drive matters 
forward.  

2.2 In the industry concerning urban design, building, architecture and planning, greater use 
should be made of Virtual Reality (VR) technology for more effectively communicating 
messages about designs which are 3-dimensional. Government should promote the use of 
VR more vigorously and provide relevant funds and assistance to help the industry for 
training and system development. 

2.3  Contactless payment and Contactless building technologies – Government should 
assist small businesses to install contactless payment devices to minimise physical 
contacts to cut off the paths of spread of viruses. Government should also take the lead in 
the use of contactless building installations (such as door handles, lift buttons, etc.) and 
remote sensing sanitary fitments etc. in public buildings and venues, and to set guidelines 
and regulations for the private sector to follow. 

2.4 Robots that are autonomous are becoming very common in other cities. So are the use of 
drones. Government should take the lead in the development and application of robotics in 
public services and for more efficient management of public venues. 

2.5 Smart City – Although there is a vague vision of making Hong Kong a Smart City, progress 
is not quite discernible. Incidentally, the epidemic comes as a timely reminder that it is not 
simply how “smart” the hardware of the city components are, and are made more efficient in 
quantitative terms, a strategy for the implementation of Smart City should keep focus on 
people’s health, wellness and safety as an overarching design principle. This conforms with 
HKIUD’s people centric visions and concern about Walkability, Sustainability, Flexibility and 
Inclusivity. New technologies should be more extensively applied to bring various services 
to the people rather than having the people to walk a mile to get the public service.  



 

 

2.6 HK2030+ has “resilience” in its proposed “Smart, Green and Resilient” city strategy. We 
would like to see how Government may apply smart technologies in responding to the 
challenges brought by this epidemic and how to achieve “resilience”. On this last point, for 
example, Hong Kong planners appear not to have reserved sufficient land banks for 
building temporary hospitals and quarantine facilities when the epidemic struck. We 
suggest that Government should reflect on its land production and short and long-term 
planning strategies in this regard.  

 
3. Traffic  
3.1 The reference frames, context and projections for long term planning should be overhauled 

since many changes have already taken place over the past decade – e.g. the opening up 
of new boundary crossing facilities, the opening of the high speed rail, etc. CTS-3 was 
commenced in 1997 and was intended to project scenarios up to 2016. It is therefore 
necessary to carry out a Comprehensive Transport Study again, and projections made 
to take account of the advance of new technology and new transport modes. 

3.2 The post-CoVid scene calls for greater emphasis than before on people-centric designs at 
a pedestrian scale. More physical exercises through walking and less exposure to vehicle 
exhaust fumes would be conducive to better health. Thus, we suggest that more streets 
should become pedestrianised and comprehensively connected into walkable networks. 
Walkable streets should be supported by more generous greening and provision of shades 
and activity nodes and places. The barrier-free projects in the past few years unfortunately 
resulted mainly in the construction of more footbridges. The footbridges are bulky and their 
stairs, ramps and lifts are sometimes even obstructive at the ground level. Their level 
changes are also not easy to negotiate for the elderly people.  

3.3 Despite various talks in town recently about the merit of construction of mechanical auto-
parking systems and underground carparks, the fundamental issues to be reviewed are 
why more private vehicles should be permitted in the urban area and whether Government 
would ever consider the introduction of autonomous vehicles, and if not, why not?  

 
4.  Outdoor spaces -  
4.1 Regulations should be more relaxed to allow alfresco dining in various districts, other 

than popular tourist areas;  
4.2 More greening should be provided at the pavements, where necessary by re-organising 

and rationalising the present myriad of street furniture; 
4.3 Provision of more shades at the edges of buildings should be permitted by suitably 

relaxing the building regulations; 
4.4 Edges of private developments and public spaces should be better coordinated in new or 

redevelopment projects to include space-making and urban design elements; 
4.5 Engage the community more and organise design competitions to enhance the often 

“forgotten” niches of public spaces, including the underside of flyovers;  
4.6 Roadside parking spaces should be discouraged, and the spaces should be converted 

for landscaping and pedestrian use. 
 

5.  Housing and Land Supply – 
5.1 Although we do not oppose the development of housing developments to meet the 

outstanding demands, we are concerned about indiscriminate siting of infill blocks in 
inappropriate locations. Quality of the urban environment is as important, if not more than 



 

 

meeting political targets about quantity. 
5.2 To expedite the production of housing, Government should consider adopting, and 

encouraging the private sector to apply new technologies, including Modular Integrated 
Construction (MIC) methods.  

5.3 Alternative forms of housing should be explored other than the traditional division 
between private housing and public housing (including rental and subsidised home 
ownership). Some options under a people-oriented approach may include “mixed” form 
of development and social housing. “Mixed” developments need to break through rigid 
and clinical zoning restrictions. It could help to provide more local employment 
opportunities for residents, and in some way alleviate the external impacts of commuter 
traffic. Social housing could take various forms, depending on the sponsor’s vision and 
mission. These alternative forms of housing may warrant Government to consider 
relaxing certain existing development controls. Urban designers would support 
alternative forms of development if such developments would enhance the vibrancy of the 
neighbourhood, promote inter-generational harmony and minimise the external impacts. 
We would be happy to advise on these issues, if necessary.  

 
New sites 
5.4 Action should be expedited to follow up on the land supply options identified by the Task 

Force on Land Supply. Further procrastination on production of large sites would provide 
excuses for adopting more, small and haphazard in-fill developments, which are highly 
undesirable. Comprehensive developments with proper urban design and community with 
relevant provision of GIC facilities could only be achieved on sufficiently large sites as far 
as new sites are concerned. Feasibility studies should be carried out as soon as possible. 
Public concern should be addressed regarding costs and environmental impact. We would 
urge that studies for new developments must include urban design considerations upfront, 
and that the new developments are guided by a proper urban design framework.  

 
Existing Areas  
5.5 Apart from the concern about undesirable small infill developments, we would urge that the 

neighbourhood character and local cultural context should be respected and care should 
be taken in identifying buildings of architectural or historical merit to be conserved as 
appropriate. For some areas worthy of conservation, consideration should be given to 
designating the area as a Conservation Area or Special Design Area to provide the 
necessary statutory protection. The current Hong Kong Planning Standards and 
Guidelines on Urban Design should be revamped accordingly. 

5.6 Opportunities should be taken to regain street level spaces for public enjoyment upon 
redevelopment especially in the URA orchestrated projects since it could amalgamate 
fragmented sites and coordinate the development plans and programmes better than 
individual redevelopments.  

5.7 Moreover, some old urban areas should require more comprehensive and more 
sensitive “Regeneration” approach taking into account the livelihood of existing 
residents and businesses than the current mode of “Renewal” which largely involves 
replacing existing tenements by large scale mega blocks. 

 
6. For the Ageing Population 
6.1 According to the “Hong Kong Population Projections 2017-2066”, the number of elderly 



 

 

people aged 65 and over will increase from 16.6% of the population (1.16 million) in 2016 
to 36.6% of the population (2.59 million) in 2066. In order that our silver-haired population 
could live fulfilling lives and stay active in the community, we urge Government to adopt 
more proactive policies and actions, and ensure that elderly-friendly design 
concepts are included in planning and land policy levels for all developments. The 
current piecemeal and fragmented approach, such as buying private premises to convert 
into elderly-centres would no longer be an adequate solution to cope with the needs of the 
ever increasing rate of elderly population.. 

6.2 HKIUD has all along advocated that Government should take the lead in enhancing the 
external environment, such as by providing more user-friendly pavements and signage, 
more shelters and convenient locations for community services, public toilets, etc. for the 
benefit of the elderly population. Reference can be made to professional exchanges made 
in the HKIUD’s International Conference in 2018 on the theme of “Actions for Active 
Ageing - Urban Design for All”. 

 
7. Design thinking and Value of Quality Built Environment 

7.1 In general, good designs would have both physical and psychological benefits. Well 
designed products may attract higher sale values. Well-designed urban areas would also 
increase the value of the city. Some people argue that this would lead to “gentrification” 
and higher property values to render them unaffordable to the general public. The 
examples of Manhattan in New York orchestrated by the then Director of the New York 
City Department of City Planning - Amanda Burden (the Highline park and the improved 
access to the Brooklyn waterfronts) may serve to show that Government proactive 
intervention and investments amidst current adverse situations can be a success 
factor for revitalizing derelict enclaves and defunct railway structures, brightening up 
neglected urban fringes and eventually halted population from departing and brought in 
new lives and new communities in whole neighbourhoods.  

7.2 Smaller scale proactive efforts by Government could also be helpful to re-start and boost 
the economy. Such efforts may take the form of encouragement to road-side cafes, 
facilitating indoor or outdoor exhibitions and performances, etc. 

7.3 Victoria Harbour is already an icon of Hong Kong, but for many years already only little 
has been done to enhance its image and functions to make it shine. In the post-CoVid time, 
we urge the Government to seize the opportunity to leverage on improvements to the 
Harbourfront to enhance our tourism and economy, and promote the wellness of local 
people. HKIUD will accordingly continue to support the efforts of the Harbourfront 
Commission.  

7.4 For a world class metropolis, Urban Design sense and talent are considered essential for 
Government’s decision making. We encourage Government to take urban design 
thinking as one of the core values into its policy making in various branches and levels. 
It would be more helpful if professional urban designers are included in design teams and 
panels or committees whenever major projects are involved. Officers are also encouraged 
to acquire the talent of urban design thinking in broadening their career prospect. Apart 
from the HKIUD accredited urban design course in HKU, some universities in Hong Kong 
also have other design courses. Large firms are seen to encourage management staff to 
take design courses as they see the value of design thinking could help to create new 
values. 

 



 

 

8. Urban Design and Future of Hong Kong’s development  

8.1 Greater Bay Area – Cities in the Greater Bay Area are all developing at very fast paces. 
Shenzhen’s economic growth has already surpassed Hong Kong two years ago and 
Guangzhou is also poised to do so. In the foreseeable future there would be even keener 
competitions between Hong Kong and the neighbouring cities in many respects. Also, as 
more people are likely to cross the boundary more frequently by using the high speed 
railway, the differences between the respective cities’ merits would become ever more 
conspicuous. If we do not uphold whatever edge we have and make further improvements, 
Hong Kong would be further marginalised soon. In Hong Kong, we have well established 
accreditation systems and pool of international experts as far as the urban design and 
related professions are concerned.  

8.2 Thus, what we have to do is firstly to further streamline our development vetting systems to 
unleash creative potentials and smarten our developments, infrastructure and 
general physical environment – and walk the talk of “green, smart and resilient” 
development strategy at all levels of decision making. Secondly, embrace new 
technologies in construction and provision of public services, to achieve better 
quality living environment, with a view to induce people with talents to remain. Hong Kong 
has no natural resources other than the harbour or port. Hong Kong’s assets rely largely 
on human resources.  

8.3 Our edge in urban design and value to neighbouring cities can be realised by way of 
setting relevant examples and ways to improve the quality and process of developments of 
the neighbouring cities whilst they are developing so rapidly. In fact, HKIUD has started the 
motion of aligning the urban design standards which we envision should one day be 
applied in and be helpful to all the cities in the Greater Bay Area. To this end, we have 
initiated and set up the Greater Bay Area Urban Design Alliance in conjunction with 
Shenzhen, Macau, Guangzhou and Zhuhai. To take matters further forward, HKIUD has 
arranged for the first GBA Urban Design Alliance Conference in November and an urban 
design week and GBA Urban Design Awards, etc. We must not forget to thank the Chief 
Executive for being the witness to the signing of the MOU in June. At present, the Alliance 
is formed at an institute’s level, but looking ahead, it is envisaged that the output needs the 
endorsement at an official or Government level. HKIUD hopes that Government would 
continue to provide the necessary official support at the appropriate time. 
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